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ABSTRACT
The results from the seismic microzonation, including site response and predominant soil resonances,
obtained from ambient seismic noise or small earthquakes reflect only the elastic soil behavior.
Buildings will be affected by nonlinear soil response, which differs from microzonation observations.
The application of weak-motion tremors for estimation of ground shaking from strong earthquakes
needs an assessment of possible nonlinear effects and degradation of soil parameters. A simplified
model can describe the changes in soil shear modulus and damping ratio at different levels of shear
strain. Degradation of soil shear modulus and damping ratio versus shear strain was averaged over
published laboratory test data for soft soils. A lower soil resonant frequency and increased damping
ratio should be expected during a strong earthquake.
On the other hand the fundamental resonance of a building (first vibration mode) will have
lower frequency and higher damping during and after a strong earthquake because of deterioration of
the stiffness of the structure. A benchmark building with reinforced concrete construction was
monitored starting from the free field soil response prior to building construction, followed by
evaluation of the building resonances once immediately after completion of the structure and another
two years later. Changes in the fundamental resonant frequency were recorded. These changes are a
result of relatively small dynamic forces due to wind loading and traffic induced vibrations and/or
temperature changes. It is expected that soil and building resonances experience further decrease
during a strong earthquake. Also, if a new building with relatively high resonant frequency is
subjected to a strong local earthquake, it is possible that it sustains higher damages than an older
structure with lowered resonant frequency. These changes in the soil and building resonances should
be implemented when predicting the vulnerability of structures to seismic risk.

INTRODUCTION
The results from a seismic microzonation deliver information for upper layers of soil structure
underlying future construction. These include dynamic soil parameters, ground motion amplifications
and potential soil resonant frequency. Different experimental and empirical techniques are widely used
in seismic microzonation studies. A brief summary and analysis of some methods available today is
described in (Mihaylov, 2011). In practice, most these methods utilize small impacts as seismic source
in order to estimate the ground response and the parameters of soil structures.
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The parameters from seismic microzonation and those from empirical or experimental evaluation of
building resonances should be used taking into consideration their possible variation during strong
ground shaking due to nonlinear behaviour. When designing a building in a seismic active zone the
results from the seismic microzonation obtained from weak impacts or vibrations need to be modified
in order to predict the nonlinear effects associated with strong ground shaking. During strong shaking,
the soil stiffness and the strength of structural elements of the building will decrease.

SOIL RESPONSE DURING DIFFERENT IMPACTS
The application of weak-motion ground-shaking (such as small earthquakes or seismic noise) for
estimating ground response characteristics during stronger earthquakes requires an assessment of
possible nonlinear effects and degradation of soil parameters. The determination of the threshold
ground shaking or shear strain, beyond which soil nonlinearity becomes noticeable, is quite difficult.
A simplified model can describe these effects if the changes in soil shear stiffness and damping ratio at
different levels of shear strain are known from laboratory tests. Degradation of soil shear modulus and
damping ratio versus effective shear strain can be averaged over data for different soils taken from
Kokusho (2004) as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Changes in a) the shear modulus G/G0 and b) damping fratio D [%] vs. effective shear strain
averaged in this study overlaying the experimental data (from Kokusho, 2004). Thick lines represent
approximation used here for reduction of the shear modulus and varying the damping ratio with the
increase of soil strain.
Figure 2 presents the assumed degradation of shear modulus and damping ratio of soil with
shear wave velocity, VS0 = 200 m/s with shear strain, considering the average curves in Figure 1.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between intensity from Modified Mercalli scale (IMM) and Peak
Ground Velocity (PGV) used here to derive the dynamic strain in the soil structure.

Figure 2. Changes in the shear modulus and damping
vs. shear strain of a soil layer with VS0 = 200 m/s..

Figure 3. Some IMM vs. PGV regressions:
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The sources for the data presented in Figure 3 are listed below:
Wald-2-extrapolated: I MM  2.10 logPGV   3.40 (Wald at al, 1999a);

Wald-1-extrapolated I MM  3.47 logPGV   2.35 (Wald at al, 1999b);
Kaka & Atkinson-2 - from averaged data (Kaka and Atkinson, 2004);
Kaka & Atkinson-1 I MM  1.79 logPGV   1.96 (Kaka and Atkinson, 2004);
Shake Map Average from (ShakeMap, 2005).
For the purpose of the current study, only a simple equation is necessary to illustrate the relationship
between intensity of ground shaking and soil nonlinearity. IMM obtained from PGV for ‘Wald-2extrapolated’ is given by:
I MM  2.10 logPGV   3.40 ,
(1)
where PGV is expressed in cm/s as:
PGV  10  I MM 3.4  / 2.1 .
(2)
Equations 1 and 2 are initially valid for 5< IMM< 9. They are extrapolated here for the range 1< IMM< 9
to simplify a demonstration of dynamic changes of soil properties. The effective shear strain is
proportional to PGV and can be calculated for the upper soil layer as:

 eff  k

PGV
,
VS 0

(3)

where: VS0 is the shear-wave velocity in the uppermost soil layer, obtained by field site response
technique; k theoretically is 0.5, but was evaluated in different studies and was found to vary from
0.4 to 0.7. In the current study, k = 0.63 and average G/G0 = 0.8 (Figure 2).
The relationship between IMM, PGV and the effective shear stain using Eqs. (1-3) are shown in
Figure 4 for different values of Vso. Figure 4 can be used as a monogram to estimate the shear strain at
different Vso values given the PGV and the MM intensity scale.

Figure 4. Monogram representing Eqs. 1 to 3
relating PGV and MM Intensity to effective
shear strain for different values of VS0.

Figure 5. Normalized soil resonances
(transfer functions) for different MM
intensities (IMM).

The diversity of soil structures allows only very simplified modeling of changes in soil dynamic
properties with the increase of cyclic shear strain. A homogeneous subsurface layer over half-space
can be approximated as a Single Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) oscillator: The dynamic magnification
(amplification) factor for such oscillator is given by Eq. 4 and is demonstrated graphically in Figure 5.
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where the resonant frequency f0IMM and the damping ratio DIMM are dependent on the effective shear
strain related to the Intensity IMM. The values of f0IMM and DIMM can be calculated for different
intensities IMM using degradation ratio of shear modulus G/G0 versus effective shear strain from Figure
2 starting with:

f 0 IMM  f 0
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G
, and D0 = 1%,
G0

( 5)

where f0 is the natural frequency, G is the shear modulus of the soil layer under intense ground
vibration, G0 is the maximum shear modulus and D0 is the damping factor for undisturbed soil layers.
Changes of the resonance with IMM shown in Figure 5 are modeled as a SDOF oscillator.
The transfer functions for different IMM, shown in Figure 5, are applied to hypothetical velocity
spectra at the bedrock-soil boundary (Figure 6). Figure 6 shows the changes in site response curves
when surface layer is subjected to shaking with different intensities IMM. When the magnitude
increases, the predominant frequency and amplification factor decrease but the frequency band with
amplification widens. Despite of its simplicity, this SDOF model provided a good tool to explain the
changes in the shape of HVSR, resonant frequencies and damping factors during the strong earthquake
in North Anatolian fault in Turkey, recorded at station Duzce DUZ (DZC) (Lang et al., 2002), which
is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Velocity spectra for different IMM
modified with normalized soil functions shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 7. Soil resonances from H/V ratio during the
earthquakes with different Ms magnitudes in Turkey
North Anatolian fault recorded at station Duzce
(DZC) (from Lang et al., 2002).

The epicentral distances for this example were less than 30 km and IMM were between 3 and 9.
The H/V ratio keeps its shape for all shown magnitudes. The decrease in the dominant frequencies and
widening of frequency band are obvious and similar to those demonstrated for the idealized model
shown in Figure 6. Similar comparison between the site response to strong and weak motion can be
found in many other publications (e.g. Ozel et al, 2002).

Building resonances at first vibration mode
A thirteen-story building located in London, Ontario, Canada, was chosen as a case study. Its
resonances were evaluated using vibration measurements under small dynamic loads due to gusting
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winds and traffic vibrations. Figure 8 shows the building after completion and the wireframe sketch of
the structure with the test (measurement) point locations.
The building has reinforced concrete (RC) frame, reinforced concrete slabs, and reinforced
concrete shear walls. The RC frames consist of beams and columns, which provide resistance to the
gravity by the axial strength of the columns and to the lateral loads through the flexural rigidity of the
beams and columns. The joints should have sufficient strength to enable redistribution of the dynamic
load to the adjoining flexural members. The building foundation is constructed as a combined footing
with rectangular concrete slab supported by cast-in-place individual concrete pad footings underneath
each column. The structure is also stiffened by shear resisting elements - shear walls, stair and elevator
cages, two stair cases and an elevator shaft, which additionally increase the stiffness of the entire
structure. All floor slabs are constructed as two parts connected through a thermal expansion joint
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. Three-component seismometers with orientation shown on
Figure 8 were used at all test points for determination of building resonances at different vibration
modes.

Figure 8. Photo of the case study building after completion (left) and wireframe sketch of the building
with the locations of the test points (right).
Building resonant frequencies estimated using empirical correlations and finite element modeling
The resonant frequency at the dominant vibration mode of a building can be estimated using empirical
formulas that relate the fundamental period to the type of the construction and building dimensions.
One widely accepted formula approximates the building fundamental period, T, by:

T [sec] 

Number of storeys
.
10

(6)

Similarly, the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC 2010) and many design guidelines (e.g.
International Handbook of Earthquake Engineering, 1994) estimate the fundamental period of a
framed structure as:

T [sec] 0.09

H
D

,

(7)

where H is the height of the building and D is the width of a braced frame or span between columns.
In our case H = 46 m and D = 7.5 m (Figure 8). For buildings with shear walls, the NBCC 2010
provides the following equation:

T [sec]  0.05hn 3 / 4 .

(8)

In this case hn  H = 46 m is the height of the building.
A Finite Element Model (FEM) of the building was developed (by Alper Turan and Richard
Oskirko, UWO) considering as-built geometry of the structure and commonly accepted parameters for
concrete and reinforcement of this type of buildings. The first resonant frequencies calculated from the
FEM were in the range 0.6-0.8 Hz. The fundamental frequencies obtained using the above empirical
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equations (Eqs. 6 to 8), the FEM calculations as well as resonant frequencies that were established
from the building vibration measurements are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Building first resonance obtained from empirical correlations, FEM and field measurements.
Basis

T [sec]  ( Number of storeys) / 10

(Eq.6)

T[sec]

f [Hz]

1.30

0.77

T [sec] 0.09 H / D

(Eq.7)

1.51

0.65

T [sec]  0.05hn 

(Eq.8)

0.88

1.14

T[sec] Average from FEM

1.40

0.71

From field measurements

0.47

2.12

3/ 4

Change of building resonances with time
Redistribution of tensile stresses and consecutive cracking of the overstressed parts of concrete
members occur due to different stressors in addition to intensive lateral dynamic forces. For example,
degradation of concrete members can arise during weak vibrations produced by gusting winds, thermal
changes and foundation differential settlements. Figure 9 shows velocity spectra for the top floor of
the studied building obtained from waveforms recorded in a 2.5 years interval.

Figure 9. Velocity spectra of the horizontal components recorded in 2009 and 2011 at the top floor of
the building smoothed with triangle window +/- 0.01 Hz. ‘T’ is the torsional vibration mode recorded
only in 2011 on the E-W spectrum, because the measurement was taken at the North end of the
building.
In 2009 the measurement was made at the top center point of the building while in 2011 this point was
inaccessible as the building was occupied. The change in building first resonant frequencies after 2.5
years are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Changes of the building first resonances (Hz) after 2.5 years.
Year \
First N-S Freq First EW Freq
MODE
(Hz)
(Hz)
2009
2.12
2.36
2011
1.93
2.20
Change
-9 %
-7 %
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To apply the experimental results to the studied building in a case of strong earthquake, two
scaled transfer functions are calculated considering the proposed empirical relation in building codes
and measured building vibrations.
Two reference points (RP-1 and RP-2) shown on Figure 10 illustrate possible changes in
resonant frequencies (marked with arrows) and the dynamic properties of the structure due to expected
shaking from moderate or strong earthquake.
The first reference point (RP-1) involves the response of the new building to small lateral load
due to gusting wind. In this case, the response function is found by approximation of the smoothed
FFT spectra of the horizontal movement at the top level of the building recorded in 2009. For this
reference point, a resonant period of 0.47 s and damping ratio of 1% are measured from the best SDOF
approximation of the smoothed spectra.
The second reference point (RP-2) is calculated using the empirical correlations between
building dimensions and first resonant frequency. For convenience the response curves are presented
vs. frequency and period. At the beginning of strong earthquake shaking, the building will respond
with higher resonant frequencies corresponding to the undamaged structure. It is supposed that after
intense earthquake shaking the resonant frequencies will reach the values predicted by the building
codes.
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Figure 10. SDOF-approximation from NS unfiltered velocity waveform recorded at the Top-Center
test point of the building and calculated from equations in the building codes.
The designations on Figure 10 are: Spectra top NS is the smoothed FFT amplitude spectra from
recorded waveform; SDOF approximation is calculated over smoothed FFT for the first building
vibration. The measured resonant period is 0.48 s and 1 % damping ratio. Building codes give SDOF
response for a 13-story RC building using Eq.7 (resonant period of 1.5 s with suggested damping ratio
5 %).
The resonant frequency and damping ratio can be validated (Figure 11) using approximation
with an exponentially attenuating sinusoid of the recorded waveforms after impulse loading due to
wind gust and an exponential envelope of this sinusoid:
(9)
x  X 0 e  Do t cos D t  ,
where: 0  2 / T0 and  D   0 1  D 2 , X0 is a scaling coefficient; D is the damping factor,

0 and  D are undamped and damped frequencies (rad/s), T0 is the undamped period at the first
vibration mode.
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Figure 11. Approximation of the fading oscillation at first vibration mode recorded on the top level of
the building after a wind gust.
The values of the resonant period (To=0.48s) and damping (D=0.01) of the structure
calculated in the time domain from Eq. (9) are the same as those obtained from SDOF approximation.
When a building is subjected to high excitation forces, its stiffness degrades and consequently
its resonant period and damping ratio increase. This is confirmed by observations of damping in
buildings under low-amplitude and strong motions vibrations before, during and after 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake (Celebi, 1996). The resonant frequency and damping ratio obtained from direct
measurements depend on the current condition of the tested structure, which is a result of its dynamic
loading history. A new building, which is still unaffected by significant but non-destructive lateral
dynamic load, will have a sharp short period resonance with low damping. These two parameters will
slowly increase due to cracking, which is a result of weak ambient vibrations, temperature changes or
foundation settlements. During a moderate local earthquake, the structure will react to the ground
shaking with considerable amplification at high frequency body waves, which arrive first. This
increased dynamic load causes damages of the structure, absorbing the vibration energy. This process
increases the building resonant period and damping ratio. The low frequency surface waves, which
arrive after the body waves, shake the already damaged structure close to the newly created resonance
and additionally increase the damaged volumes.
If the building survives this moderate earthquake, its resonant period and damping ratio will
have increased permanently. The formed zones with plastic deformation and reduced stiffness will
behave as frictional energy absorbers increasing the resonant period and global damping ratio and
reducing the resonant amplification.
The basis for the empirical response functions used currently in building codes is the
experimental data, which is usually collected from some buildings in seismically active zones. The
older buildings in these zones most probably had been subjected to some moderate or strong
earthquakes after which they were already damaged and had relatively longer resonant periods and
larger damping ratios. As a result, at the time of in-situ tests and measurements the obtained response
functions show longer resonant period and higher damping. The relationships between the resonant
frequency and some dimensions of the structures used in the building codes tend to be consistent with
the resonances obtained from some buildings in seismic active zones. The widely used value of 5% for
the initial damping of the RC structures can be explained with an adoption of the results from
buildings already affected by strong motion.

Conclusions - example of applicability
Stiffness reduction and increase of resonant period and damping ratio of a building during
strong earthquake could be implemented in the damage investigations after Mw 8.8 Chile Earthquake
on February 27, 2010, Kovacs (2010) stated: “The (EERI Special Earthquake Report – June 2010)
specifies that “majority of damage was concentrated in newer buildings”.
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To check out how the initial stiffness and resonant parameters will affect the survivability and damage
of a our benchmark 13-story building and its structural elements the earthquake response spectra for
5% damping is presented in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Earthquake response spectra for Vina Del Mar, Chile Mw=8.8 February 27, 2010 (source:
Boroschek et al, 2010) overlaid by the intervals with the experimentally and empirically obtained
resonant periods for the tested 13-stories building. RP-1 and RP-2 are the reference points shown in
Figure 10.

Figure 13. Soil amplification factor, , for four soil classes (I to IV) in the Chilean code
(modified from Ene and Craifaleanu, 2010). RP-1 and RP-2 - reference points.
The actual and empirically calculated resonant periods for a 13 story RC building fall in
intervals with different dynamic loading conditions (Figures 12 and 13). By inspection, it is obvious
that the initial resonant period for a new building (RP-1) falls in the middle of earthquake response
spectra and in the interval with significant soil amplifications. At this frequency, a significant
amplification of the ground shaking should be expected.
The degradation of soil stiffness (Figure 5) will further weaken the support of the structure.
The simplified SDOF model illustrates how to apply soil transfer function, amplification-attenuation
and resonances obtained from site response investigation with low intensity seismic sources in order to
make the microzonation results more suitable for strong earthquake shaking.
The response of the RC structure during the Chile earthquake can be assumed as a product of
earthquake response spectra (Figure 12) multiplied by the response function of the building (Figure
10) and by soil response (Figure 13). The total amplification for actual resonant frequency probably
will be significantly higher for a new building than the calculated from empirical correlation.
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